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Ordinance to limit off-campus housing
City Council is considering a rule limiting h o u s e s  to four p e o p l e
Amber Prlns
Copy Editor
A change in the city of 
Holland’s rental policy could 
potentially have big implications 
for Hope College students 
wanting to live off campus. The 
Holland City Council introduced 
a proposal to reduce the number 
of unrelated persons allowed to 
live in a house from six to four at 
their meeting on Wed., Sept. 17.
The proposed ordinance, 
which until recently had been 
in committee, would allow 
existing rentals that currently 
house five or six people to 
continue to house that amount 
but would not allow new rentals 
to house more than four people. 
The rental property would be 
allowed to retain that privilege 
even if ownership changes.
The grandfather clause 
comes as relief to many landlords 
and college students who feared 
a change in ordinance would 
affect their existing leases. The 
proposal originally included a 
clause stating that all existing 
units housing five to six unrelated 
people could exist only until
Dec. 1, 2024, but was amended 
during the meeting to allow 
existing properties to house 
five or six people indefinitely if 
the required criteria were met. 
A rental property currently 
allowed to house more than 
four people will continue to 
be allowed to do so even if the 
number of renters drops to four 
or fewer for a period of time.
According to a committee 
resolution the goal of the rule 
change is designed to protect 
neighborhood integrity.
“The ordinance assures 
an appropriate balance 
between rental and owner- 
occupied homes in Holland 
neighborhoods, address
concerns where the behavior 
of occupants and physical 
condition of properties are 
having a dramatic negative 
impact on the surrounding 
homes, and prevents the 
advance of dorm-style living 
in neighborhoods that have 
traditionally belonged to single 
family homes,” stated the 
resolution.
The undertone behind this 
position is that limiting the
number of people living within 
a home will reduce instances of 
partying and noise complaints.
Several Hope students 
attended the public hearing for 
this issue during Wednesday’s 
City Council meeting, hoping 
to sway the vote. Concerns 
include an increase in price 
for off campus housing and 
not being able to live with the 
amount of people they would 
like to, especially in regards to 
Greek life. Many sororities and 
fraternities have upperclassmen 
students live together in off- 
campus housing, which could 
be more challenging to do as 
Hope continues to grow and the 
demand for off-campus housing 
increases, but the supply of 
houses that rent to more than 
four people cannot increase 
because of the new rental policy.
The council approved the 
first reading of the proposal 
with a 7-2 vote. Mayor Dykstra 
did not wish to approve the 
reading, saying that he wanted 
to keep the ten-year limit on 
the grandfathering policy. The 
other councilmember against 
see O rdinance, page 2
H o p e  students volunteer
w p r  n
Photos courtesy of Hope PR
HOPE HELPS —  Above on Sat., Sept. 20, 30 volunteers 
removed around 150 pounds of trash from the beach of Lake 
Michigan. Below are just a few of the almost 400 students 
that worked at Time To Serve on Sat. Aug. 30.
H o p e  student launches h a n d m a d e  speaker c o m p a n y
Alex Bellca
Campus News Co-Editor
The innovative spirit is alive 
and well at Hope College. Hop­
ing to follow in the footsteps of 
the successful Ring Cam, chem­
istry student Matt Gira (’16) is 
launching a product of his own: 
the Jam Jar Speaker. The Jam Jar 
is a retro-looking speaker built 
inside a painted canning jar. The 
speaker system connects to your 
iPods and any other devices that 
have a standard 3.5mm audio 
outnuf jack
Photo by A lex B elica
MATT GIRA (’16)- Proudly 
holds a Jam Jar
According to Gira he first 
thought of creating his own 
speaker after completing a proj­
ect in his Introduction to En­
gineering course that required 
students to build their own 
speaker out of household items. 
Completing the project made 
Gira contemplate the relative 
uniformity of current speaker 
designs.
“Most speakers have the 
same boxy shape that I thought 
looked cheap,” said Gira.
This conclusion inspired Gira 
to explore different designs that 
had more artistic qualities. After 
several attempts he chose the 
ubiquitous canning jar as the 
perfect container for a speaker. 
Using a glass jar is not without 
challenges.
“It turns out drilling perfect 
holes in a round glass jar is more 
difficult than it would seem," 
said Gira
After the insulation and the 
proper components are added, 
the speaker produces ? broad 
spectrum of sound that one 
would not expect to come out of 
an ordinary glass jar.
“People are always astounded 
by just how good the Jam Jar
sounds the first time they hear 
it,” he said.
The test unit that Gira 
brought to his interview with 
“The Anchor” did provide a 
suprisingly high-quality level 
of sound along with a brilliant 
color to match the invention's 
quirkiness. To develop his idea, 
Gira worked with the entrepre­
neurial experts at Hope’s Cen­
ter for Faithful Leadership, the 
same business incubator that 
led to the successful launch of 
the Ring Cam.
“They helped me take my idea 
and develop it into something 
viable... I couldn’t have done it 
without them,” Gira said.
The work has already begun 
to pay off. In March Jam Jars won 
a contest for best entrepreneur­
ial idea. Gira has recently added 
two employees, fellow Hope stu­
dents, Kate Cunningham (T6) 
and Emilie DeFrain (’16) to keep 
up with production demand and 
better market the product.
In an attempt to take his busi­
ness to the next level, Gira has 
launched a $6,000 campaign 
on the crowdfunding site Kick- 
starter. A successful fundraising 
campaign, according to Gira,
Photo courtesy of M att G ira
JAMMING OUT —  Here are two of the nine colors that Jam 
Jars are available in. The speakers can be purchased for $65 
dollars at the Hope-Geneva Bookstore or at lioproducts.com.
would allow him to purchase low us to accelerate the process,”
more speaker components to 
build a bank of inventory and 
take the product to craft shows.
“We currently just don’t have 
the inventory to market our 
product to many retailers ... we 
use revenue from our existing 
sales to produce more units so 
having the extra funding will al-
he said.
The money will also be u e^d 
to develop other variations on 
the speaker design. A Bluetooth 
version that eschews the need 
for an input cord and smaller 
highly portable version are both 
currently under development. 
see Speakers, page 2
ARTS
Syncing the lips
Viral youtube videos have resulted in mass 
amounts of lip-syncing.
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FEATURES
Putting the axe on books
There has been a lot of controversy with what books 
are and aren’t allowed in schools.
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SPORTS
The tradition continues
Hope’s w o m e n ’s soccer team and m e n ’s football 
chalked up wins this past week.
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The blessing of the dorm rooms
THE BLESSING IS REAL— Father James VanderLaan 
played an integral part in the blessing of the dorms.
T his W e e k a t  H o p e
Tuesday and Wednesday Sept. 
23 & 24
Critical Issues Symposium 
Various events going on all day 
around campus.
Friday Sept. 26
Last Day for Withdraw or 
Pass/ Fail for first half of 
semester classes 
Go to the registrar’s office in order to 
m a k e  schedule changes. (All day)
Saturday Sept. 27
H A P A  BB Q
Hope’s Asian Perspective Assoc, is 
hosting a B B Q  at Tunnel Park from 
2:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
In  B r i e f____
CRITICAL ISSUES 
SYMPOSIUM
The Critical Issues 
Symposium is back at Hope 
College for its 34th year. All 
classes, with the exception of 
evening classes, are cancelled to 
make sure everyone participates 
in the event. This year's topic is 
“Technology and the Future of 
Being Human.” The first keynote 
will be made Tuesday night by 
Douglas Rushkoff, “Who is on 
Team Human? Programming 
the Future, with People in 
Mind.” The second keynote 
on Wednesday at 9 a.m. will 
be presented by Gloria Mark, 
“Coming of Age (Digitally): 
Stress and Multitasking in 
Everyday College Life.” At 
10:30 a.m. there will be short 
story videos about technology 
and its impact on humanity. At 
1 p.m. there will be multiple 
“Focus Sessions" that will apply 
to technology and its impact 
on the world around us with 
various- topics. At 2:15 p.m. 
departments will host their own 
discussions and presentations 
on how technology applies 
to humanity and to their 
department. Students and 
public are encouraged to attend 
the events.
ST0PFLUNAD0
Attention students! There is 
an opportunity to not only stay 
healthy this fall/winter but to 
compete with other schools by 
staying healthy. “Stop Flunado" 
is a campaign sponsored by 
Hope College and various other 
schools. The goal: stop the flu 
from spreading around campus, 
and keep everyone healthy. The 
competition comes in with filling 
out a survey after recieving the 
flu shot. This survey counts 
toward Hope’s score for flu shots. 
The winner will be decided by 
who has had the most flu shots. 
Many colleges in Michigan have 
signed up for this challenge, 
Calvin did not, classic.
THE PULL
This Saturday at 3 p.m. the 
Freshman of Even Year (18) and 
the Sophomores of Odd Year 
(17) will face off in a battle of 
endurance. Come watch and 
cheer for your respective year 
as they fight it out for every 
inch of rope. The contest will 
take place at the Black River at 
the southwest corner of Waverly 
Road and Lakewood Blvd.
St. Benedict Forum Staff
Guest W riter
“Do' you know how to make 
holy water?” Fr. Charlie Brown 
asked. “You take ordinary tap 
water and boil the hell out 
of it.” Then he chuckled and 
apologized for the bad joke. But 
it seemed like a fitting comment 
to start his visit to Hope College 
that night.
Brown, pastor of St. Francis 
de Sales Catholic Church in 
Holland, MI, was on campus 
last week to bless students’ 
dorm rooms. Fr. James 
VanderLaan, the associate 
pastor, accompanied him.
The blessing of dorm 
rooms is a common sight on 
Catholiccollege campuses, an 
annual tradition that marks the 
beginning of a new year. But 
this is the first time it has ever 
happened at Hope. The event 
was organized by the Saint 
Benedict Forum, an apostolate 
of St. Francis de Sales, which 
acts as a Catholic campus 
ministry for Catholic students at 
Hope and a center for Catholic 
thought for the West Michigan 
region.
“We wanted to find ways to 
bring our priests into closer 
contact with our Hope Catholic 
students," said Dr. Jared Ortiz, 
assistant professor of Religion at 
Hope and Director of the Saint 
Benedict Forum.
“Pope Francis says that
New housing rule
♦Ordinance, from page 1
policy was councilman Todd* 
Whiteman, who said he does not 
agree that decreasing the density 
in a rental home will solve the 
problems that the council is 
trying to solve.
When asked to comment on 
the issue, Dr. John Jobson, Hope 
College’s director of residential 
life and housing, said that, “Hope 
will continue its commitment to 
providing housing to any full­
time student who wants to live 
in on-campus housing. We have 
traditionally housed about 1/3 
of students in their senior year. 
We may see a slight increase m  
number of seniors needing on- 
campus housing, but it would 
not be anything that we could 
not accommodate.”
Also passed by the Holland 
City Council on Sep. 17 were 
proposals expand the excessive 
police call ordinance to the 
entire city, create a rental overlay 
district, and expand rules about 
how much of a property’s lawn 
area is allowed to be paved for 
parking.
The proposal to reduce the 
number of unrelated people 
living in a home from six to four 
is set to have its second reading 
and approval at the city council 
meeting on Oct. 1, 2014, at 7 
p.m. Those interested in voicing 
their concerns should consider 
attending.
the shepherd should smell like 
the sheep. And after walking 
through Durfee, our priests will 
surely do that . . . Just kidding, 
sorry Durfee,” Ortiz said.
The dorm room blessing is 
rooted in the more traditional 
blessing of new homes. Since 
the students will be making 
these rooms their homes for the 
academic year, it seemed fitting 
to extend this blessing to dorms 
as well.
“The blessing is not magic,” 
Dr. Ortiz said. “It is a way of 
consecrating our things— in 
this case our room— for a holy 
purpose. By blessing our home 
with holy water, we say that we 
will use our room for prayer, for 
study, for fellowship and not for 
anything contrary to God’s will. 
And the blessing helps to bring 
about this good intention.”
Before the priests blessed 
the rooms, they met with 
students for dinner in the 
newly-renovated Phelps Dining 
Hall. Only a few students were 
scheduled to dine with the 
priests, but once they entered 
the dining hall such a large 
crowd gathered that two tables 
had to be put together.
After dinner, several students 
guided the priests to the rooms 
in order to recieve the blessing. 
“It was great to be there,” Brown 
said. “We got a lot of double- 
takes [double-takers?], but also 
a lot of smiling faces. I think 
people appreciated it.”
A new Jam Jar is 
on the market
♦Speakers, from page 1
Gira said that he wants to 
make sure his product “stays 
handmade.” He is modeling 
the business after the Detroit 
watchmaker Shinola, which suc­
cessfully launched production in 
Detroit during 2011. The plant, 
which emphasizes hands-on 
craftsmanship, was the first new 
U.S. watch facility in decades. 
Gira hopes to find a similar 
niche in the speaker market.
If one is interested in pur­
chasing a Jam Jar today there 
are a few ways to do so. Funders 
who pledge at least $65 on the 
Kickstarter before Sept. 27 will 
receive a Jam Jar. The speakers 
can also be purchased at the 
Hope-Geneva Bookstore on 
campus for $65 or on the prod­
ucts website at lioproducts.com. 
They come in nine different 
bright pastel colors.
66
Most speakers have the same boxy shape that I thought 
looked cheap,
— M att G ira
________ 99
At each room, the priests 
would talk to the students for a 
few moments and then pray, 
Lord,
W e  have prepared a place 
for you here.
Be with all w h o  will live 
in this dorm room this 
semester.
Bless their studies with 
your Spirit of Wisdom.
Be their shelter w h e n  they 
are at home.
Walk with them when they 
are away.
And welcome every guest 
that comes to visit.
And, w h e n  life's journey is 
done,
M a y  they dwell with you 
in the place you have 
prepared for them in God's 
House,
Where you live forever and
ever. Amen.
Then they would sprinkle 
holy water on all four walls of 
the room and say, “Let this water 
call to mind our baptism into 
Christ, who has redeemed us 
by his death and resurrection. 
Amen.”
“You don’t know who lived in 
your room before you or what 
they did there. Jesus talks a lot 
about demons and how they 
dwell in certain places. No 
amount of Windex can clean 
that out! Holy water will help,” 
Ortiz said during a breakfast for 
Hope students at St. Francis a 
few days before the blessings,
The blessing of dorm rooms 
was so warmly received by 
everyone involved that the Saint 
Benedict Forum wants to make 
this an annual tradition at Hope 
College.
Planning to Study in 
Europe this Spring?
;
The Petrovich scholarship aids a student 
who plans to spend a semester or year 
studying abroad, and who will spend all or 
part of the study period in eastern Europe 
including Russia and the states of the for­
mer Soviet Union (first preference) or 
western Europe (second preference). The 
recipient will be chosen according to the 
following criteria: academic achievement, 
place of s tudy and travel, and financial 
need.
Submit application to the Department of 
History, which administers the scholarship.
w w w  .hope, edu/ acad emiU his tory 
for more information
Deadline: October 15
_____ _____________________
Is there no end for the crisis in Ukraine?
Cullen Smith
Guest W riter
In the early hours of Septem­
ber 20, the morning silence of 
Donetsk, Ukraine was shattered 
by several deafening blasts. 
Shells from Ukrainian govern­
ment forces struck a dynamite 
factory in the industrial district, 
producing massive explosions 
and smoke filled clouds that ob­
structed the light of the rising 
sun.
The explosions occurred only 
hours after a treaty updating a 
two-week-old ceasefire between 
Ukrainian government forces 
and pro-Russian rebels was 
singed.
Protests in Kiev erupted in 
November of 2013 when thou­
sands took to the streets to dem­
onstrate the desertion of eco­
nomic agreements between the 
government and the European 
Union. By the end of March 
2014, the EuroMaiden (col­
lection of these protests) had 
claimed the lives of more than 
120 civilians and police officers.
The end of March 2014 also 
saw the departure of Ukrainian 
President Viktor Fedorovych 
Yanukovych, who fled to Russia 
during the riots. The breakdown 
of the Ukrainian government 
allowed Russia, who had long­
standing claims to the Crimean
peninsula in Southern Ukraine, 
to initiate a government-ap­
proved “de facto stealth inva­
sion” to capture and annex the 
peninsula. The move caused 
an eruption of violence, pitting 
government security forces and 
pro-government fighters against 
the pro-Russian rebels and un­
registered Russian forces.
The Russian invasion of 
Crimea ignited one of the largest 
international debates between 
Russia and the West since the 
Cold War. Tensions culminated 
in a United Nations Assembly 
resolution declaring the Rus­
sian annexation of Crimea to 
be illegal. As firelights between
the government and rebel forces 
waged on, heavy sanctions and 
peace talks were held to try and 
dislodge Russian forces from the 
region. It was only until May 19, 
2014, that Russia announced the 
withdrawal of troops following 
the completion of spring mili­
tary training programs.
Sustained periods of bloody 
violence continued through 
May and June, as both pro­
government offensives and pro- 
Russian rebel ambushes contin­
ued to claim lives. Accusations 
of direct Russian involvement as 
well as Ukrainian government 
war crimes began to surface. By 
the end of June, talks between
the Ukrainian government and 
the European Union resumed, 
bringing hopes of normalcy to 
the war torn country.
July dashed these hopes with 
the most infamous event relat­
ing to the conflict in the Crimea. 
When Malaysian Airlines flight 
MH17 entered eastern Ukrai­
nian airspace, it was shot down 
by a BUK-M1 surface-to-air 
missile, killing all 298 people on 
board. Subsequent investiga­
tions by both the Ukrainian gov­
ernment and the United States 
found the weapon was shot by 
pro-Russian rebels in the region.
The crash brought about a 
whirlwind of public outrage. In
the aftermath of the crash, peace 
talks accelerated. Although spo­
radic violence continued, the 
Ukrainian government ordered 
a ceasefire Sept 5 in the face of 
an impending treaty. After a 
landmark agreement, Ukraine’s 
president offered the pro-Rus­
sian separatists three years of 
self-autonomy in parts of east­
ern Ukraine under the terms of 
the treaty. The agreement also 
included the creation of a buf­
fer zone to separate the two op­
posing factions, as well as the 
removal of foreign fighters and 
heavy weapons in east Ukraine.
In the suspension of combat, 
rebels have been utilizing the 
period to regroup their dam­
aged forces. Pro-Russian rebels 
vowed to expand their territory 
if the treaty degrades. Talks to 
return prisoners of war to their 
respective countries has already 
been dissipating with most sol­
diers being traded slowly, one 
by one. Pro-government troops 
promised to defend their coun­
try at all costs.
Quite indicative of the fra­
gility of the ceasefire, the top 
NATO commander in Ukraine 
announced the agreement in 
name only. In a conflict that has 
already killed more that 3,000 
people, many unknowns reamin 
as to how the situation will de­
velop in the future.Stalemate e n ds in Afghani elections
Election ends but it is uncertain how democratic the first transition to power was in Kabul
Shubham Sapkota
W orld Co-Editor
Months after being stuck in 
a stalemate and audit process, 
the Afghani presidential elec­
tion has finally come to a close. 
Ashraf Ghani has been pro­
nounced the winner against op­
ponent Abdullah Abdullah for 
the elections that were held in 
April and June. Although Ghani 
was declared the president this 
past Sunday, the total vote count 
has been withheld.
Keeping the vote count a se­
cret was a condition that was 
put forth by Ghani’s opposition 
Abdhullah who had declared the 
election to be affected by fraud. 
Both Abdhullah and Ghani had 
accused one another of rigging 
the election. This led to the audit 
process of the elections that was 
financed by the United States 
government and operated by 
the United Nations. The non­
disclosure of the. votes was one 
of the final clauses that were to 
be agreed upon by the two par­
ties in an agreement which was 
put forth by the American gov­
ernment.
With this agreement in im­
plementation, Ghani is to be
the successor for the presiden­
tial seat left vacant by Hamid 
Karzai. Abdhullah, on the other 
hand, is set to take the post of 
prime minister.
“The Independent Election 
Commission declares Ashraf 
Ghani as the president, and thus 
announces the end of the elec­
tion process," stated the com­
mission chief Ahmad Yousaf 
Nuristani. Due to the specula­
tion of not revealing the votes, 
the commission has received 
criticism on having been pres­
sured by the international com­
munity. Considering that this 
was the first democratic transi­
tion of power in Afghanistan,
M a n y  people 
risked their lives 
to vote, s o m e  
lost their lives, 
and this is a very 
bad precedent. 
— N ader Nadery
democracy advocates have 
made sure to voice their disap­
proval regarding the manner in 
which a leader was chosen.
“Many people risked their 
lives to vote, some lost their lives,
and this is a very bad precedent; 
to persuade people to come back 
and vote again will be very hard,” 
said Nader Nadery, chairman of 
the Free and Fair Election Foun­
dation of Afghanistan.
Similarly, Hamil Fadai, who 
was in charge of Ghani’s elec­
tion observer team, expressed 
resentment regarding the pro­
cess. He claimed that the frame­
work of the agreement allowed 
international community to pro­
mote democracy while “putting
nails in the coffin of the democ­
racy of Afghanistan.” Moreover, 
he criticized how Jan Kubis, the 
head of the U N  mission refused 
to announce the results until a 
week after this agreement was 
initiated.
“He argued that the oppos­
ing team are armed and they 
will create a crisis,” said Fadai 
referring to the Al-Qaeda who 
opposed the democratic elec­
tions. “This is very unfortunate. 
I think the United Nations, in­
stead of supporting democracy, 
has bowed down to the pressure 
of the warlords.”
Hamid Karzai congratulated 
both men, claiming that that 
the agreement brokered by US 
Secretary of State John Kerry 
helped to promote the progress 
of democracy in Afghanistan.
“On behalf of the Afghan na­
tion, I am congratulating them 
on this understanding and 
agreement,” said the former 
President Hamid Karzai.
Photo Courtesy of A ssociated Press
WE CAN WORK IT OUT— Afghanistan’s presidential election candidates Abdhullah Abdhul­
lah, left, and Ashraf Ghani, right, shake hands after their power-sharing deal In Kabul.
Sanctions against Russia are increased
t e r r o r ■ J E j l I I I N
iMil i i
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Photo Courtesy of A ssociated I
WAKE UP AMERICA— Demonstrators gather outside of the White House to protest over the 
planned sanctions against President Putins continued agression against Ukraine.
Nicholas Krollkowskl
Guest W riter
The US and the EU agreed 
to put more pressure on Russia 
as they continue to lend direct 
military aid to the pro-Russian 
rebels in the east. This has led 
to the push back of Ukrainian 
forces who were about to end 
the conflict a few months ago. 
The sanctions will target Rus­
sian state banks which are now 
excluded from raising long-term 
loans in the EU. They will banex- 
pprts of dual-use equipment for 
military use in Russia and future 
EU-Russia arms deals. The EU 
will not export a wide range of 
oil industry technology, accord­
ing to BBC.
The sanctions also have tar­
geted many individuals who 
have done business with Putin 
such as the contractor Arkady 
Rotenberg, who used to practice 
judo with Putin and now heads 
major infrastructure contracts. 
He and his brother Boris had 
won very lucrative contracts for 
the Sochi Olympics.
The continuned targeting of 
contracts puts more pressure 
on Putin by slowing major play­
ers in the Russian economy. In 
the midst of this, more has been 
done to help save the struggling 
Ukrainian economy which re­
cently signed the trade agree­
ment with the EU that started 
the initial rebellion against the
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
W orld Co-Editor
As the immigration debate 
continues to wage on in the hal­
lowed halls of our nations capi­
tal, a new front in the border 
issue is beginning to emerge. In 
this year alone, thousands of il­
legal migrants from Honduras, 
Guatemala and El Salvador have 
made the perilous journey to the 
Unites States to escape the vio­
lence and drug gangs that roam 
the streets of their hometowns. 
The majority are women and 
children. All told, about 66,000 
families and an unprecedented 
66,127 children have traveled 
here alone. Unlike the previous 
waves of migrants these undoc­
umented immigrants surrender 
to agents at the Southwest bor­
der and request asylum. They 
begin deportation proceedings 
immediately after and find rela­
tives or friends already in the 
U.S to stay with while they wait 
for an immigration judge to de­
termine their fates.
“We can track them more 
closely than prior waves of mi­
grants because we know who 
these individuals are," said Bryan 
Cox, a spokesman for Immigra­
tion and Customs Enforcement.
In particular, one such place 
of refuge has been the city of 
New Orleans. Here, most of the 
immigrants are from Honduras 
and their presence does have 
some historical ties. In the 1800s
government.
This agreement has been 
heavily opposed by Russia since 
Ukraine would have less eco­
nomic dependence on Russia. 
This also comes in wake of re­
ports by the Ukrainian defense 
minister Valeriy Geletey that 
they will be receiving weapons 
from NATO, who will be assist­
ing Ukraine in bringing the con­
flict to an end.
In response, Russia has de­
clared that it will charge NATO 
with war crimes as some of the 
shelling from Ukraine hit civil­
ian areas in Eastern Ukraine. No 
claim was made when asked by 
A1 Jazeera as Russia stated “we 
can neither confirm nor deny 
supplying weapons to Ukraine.”
wealthy Hondurans flocked to 
the port city for medical care 
and education. It seems that 
now a new wave of immigrants 
are arriving with 1,300 of the un­
accompanied minors released to 
relatives in the state in 2013.
The Governor and state offi­
cials have criticized the Obama 
administration for not properly 
notifying the state of the arrival 
of so many illegal minors. The 
state house passed a law that
Yet while NATO is cautious 
about getting involved, other 
Baltic States have pledged sup­
port to Ukraine and have as­
sisted in sending weapons and 
humanitarian aid to areas that 
need it. Similar results have hap­
pened on the other side. Russia 
sent humanitarian aid to sup­
port the civilians still living in 
eastern Ukraine.
During this time Russia has 
not sat idly. The ban on pro­
duce coming from EU nations 
has hurt their farming industry 
and created a surplus of produce 
in many European nations. The 
EU has helped by giving money 
to compensate those affected 
in the agriculture industry so 
they are not forced to lose too
would facilitate the deportation 
of children in August. At the 
same time religious leaders and 
immigration activists in these 
immigrant-heavy neighbor­
hoods have begun a full-fledged 
effort to raise money for legal 
representation of the families 
awaiting deportation hearings.
In New Orleans East, “rough­
ly a third of the Latino-occupied 
houses in one subdivision have 
absorbed a Honduran family or
much money. This is because if 
they were to lose too much, they 
would be forced to shrink and 
cut back on necessary spending.
Some countries have 
launched campaigns to help 
encourage people to buy more 
produce in support of farmers 
so as to loosen the responsibil­
ity of the government having to 
put in all of the additional funds 
itself. Only time will tell if this 
measure will be effective.
In the end the sanctions 
placed by both countries will not 
have a strong effect in the short 
term. However, Russia will con­
tinue to gradually suffer in the 
long term from the withdrawl of 
foreign investment and capital 
from its markets.
child in the past six months,” 
said Cristiane Rosales-Fajardo 
of Vayla, a nonprofit created in 
the 1980s to help Vietnamese 
refugees.
Ms. Fajardo, a leader in the 
immigrant community of New 
Orleans, gathered roughly 50 
families for an orientation on a 
recent Friday. There she offered 
to assist the migrant families 
with their school correspon­
dence and advised many to be­
gin the process of organizing 
documents for their impending 
immigration hearings. Local 
school officials have said that 
they are accustomed to students 
with academic and personal 
challenges. The area districts 
have welcomed hundreds of 
newcomers over the years. Some 
classes are specially equipped to 
handle a certain amount of Eng­
lish learners and are staffed with 
Spanish speaking social work­
ers.
The main problem is, “this 
surge happened all of a sud­
den, and our hiring was already 
done,” said Carver's Stephanie 
Slaughter, director of interven­
tion services.
In order to compensate for 
the unexpected costs the school 
has plans to apply for more fed­
eral grants in the future. In the 
meantime, the Honduran fami­
lies will have the opportunity to 
stay just a little longer in their 
new home in The Big Easy, bet­
ter known as New Orleans.
Terri Lynn Land (R) 
38.9%
Alaska
Cory Gardner (R) 
43.4%
Select Senate Races
Select Governors RacesImmigrants flock to N e w  Orleans
Hundreds of Honduran children and families arrive to stay with relatives while they await their fate
Photo Courtesy of A ssociated Press
GOING BACK HOME—  Several Honduran families have 
been deported to their hometowns in recent months. The U.S 
border guard has been overwhelmed with the flood of migrant 
children, which has already reached 70,000 this year.
A rts
Viral videos: the lip-sync trend
H o p e  College and the rest of the country c o m e  together with whimsical viral videos
Hope Hancock
Copy Editor
From Pharrell William’s “Hap­
py” to Taylor Swift’s “Shake it 
Off,” the lip-sync trend is expe­
riencing a revival with the ever­
growing availability of social 
media. People of all ages have 
embraced this trend as a market­
ing technique, way to bring com­
munities together and even as a 
simple means of having fun.
Most recently, Transylvania 
University’s Delta Sigma Phi 
fraternity’s rendition of Taylor 
Swift’s “Shake it Off’ went viral. 
Swift saw the video and invited 
the fraternity and their guests to 
one of her concerts.
However, Swift’s songs 
aren’t the only.ones being cov­
ered. Pharrell embraced, and 
sparked, the video trend by 
making a 24-hour video featur­
ing different people lip-syncing 
to his song “Happy.” The video 
plays for a full 24 hours, mak­
ing it the longest music video 
ever made, and can be found at 
www.24hoursofhappy.com.
As “Happy” gained popular­
ity, people followed Pharrell’s 
lead, making their own lip-sync 
videos of the song.
Dr. Choonghee Han at the 
communication department at 
Hope College made a “Happy” 
video to promote the National 
Communication Association 
Conference that the department 
hosted this past summer. The vid­
eo shows conference attendees 
dancing and lip-syncing through­
out the week-long event. Overall 
Han enjoyed making this video 
but did find it difficult to get oth­
ers to engage as dancing and lip­
syncing is out of the ordinary in a 
professional environment.
The video features Dr. Jayson 
Dibble, also of the Hope com­
munication department, who was 
more than willing to have fun 
with the video.
“It was a chance to see the 
whimsical side of communication 
researchers,” Dibble said.
Hope Campus Ministries fol­
lowed in the footsteps of many 
YouTubers by lip-syncing to 
“Love is an Open Door” from 
Disney’s “Frozen.” The video 
aired at Hope College’s first cha­
pel of the 2014-2015 year.
“We know, working with col­
lege students, they’re going to 
give you one maybe two chances, 
and they’re going to go ‘OK, I 
like it’ or T don’t,”’ Chaplain
Photo courtesy of capitalfm.com
WE RE ALL HAPPY— Pharrell William's “Happy” video m a y  have sparked the lip-sync trend, 
but the entire nation Is keeping the viral flame alive.
Paul Boersma said. By using the 
lip-sync video,” Boersma said, 
“the chaplains were able to en­
gage students, convey the chap­
lains’ love of having fun and tie 
the video to a deeper message.” 
Whether creating these videos 
for a purpose or watching for en­
tertainment, it appears this trend
will stick around.
While a viral video’s main ap­
peal is that it’s fun, the concept 
also has some important rami­
fications. Because of sites like 
YouTube and the ability to ac­
cess video cameras at all times 
through smartphones, everyone 
can contribuite. Now, anyone
with an idea can create something 
that can be seen all around the 
world.
However, with every upload 
comes great responsibility.
“This is an exciting world be­
cause you can make a small trend 
or big trend out of your own curi­
osity or your life,” Han said.Album releases to look for this fall
Nicholas Kwilinski
Arts Co-Editor
P hoto courtesy of metacritic
"Classics”
She &  H i m
Zooey Deschanel isn't just 
that quirky girl from 500 Days 
of Summer-she’s also got a band. 
The duo is getting back to the 
basics for this upcoming release, 
which will be composed of time­
less classics:
“After signing with Columbia 
Records earlier this summer, She 
& Him —  the retro, A M  radio- 
influenced pairing of Zooey 
Deschanel and M. Ward —  
have announced plans for their 
major-label debut. Classics, the 
pair’s fifth release, features 13 
covers of classic songs, record­
ed live and accompanied by a 
20-piece orchestra. M. Ward, 
who still maintains a solo career 
with She & Him’s former label, 
Merge Records, helped arrange 
string parts for the album, which 
hits stores in the fall.”
-Rolling Stone
Out Oct. 28 on Columbia 
Records.
“Foxygen... and Star Power” 
Foxygen
The psychedelic, 60s-ob- 
sessed rockers, who graced the 
Hope College Concert Series in 
2013, are back with the follow­
up to their debut album “We Are 
The 21st Century Ambassadors 
of Peace and Magic”:
"A gaggle of guest stars. Ro- 
man-numeraled musical suites. 
Vocals recorded on a shoddy 
tape machine at The Beverly 
Hills Hotel and Chateau Mar- 
mont. A svelte 82-minute run 
time of psych-ward folk, car­
toon fantasia, songs that morph 
into each other, weaving in and 
out of the head like UFO radio 
transmission skullkrush music. 
A D H D  star power underground 
revolution. Soft-rock indulgenc­
es, D & D  doomrock and para­
noid bathroom rompers.”
-Jagjaguwar
Out Oct. 14 on Jagjaguwar.
Photo courtesy of metacritic
Photo courtesy of metacritic
“Y o u  re Dead!”
Flying Lotus
Experimental California- 
based rapper and producer 
“FlyLo” is back with his most 
ambitious album yet, this time 
taking cues from both jazz and 
the summer of love and featur­
ing collaborations with Snoop 
Dogg and Kendrick Lamar:
“I wanted to make something 
that adds to the conversation as 
opposed to just being something 
that references music from the 
‘60s again. I wanted it to feel 
brand new in a way, and I want­
ed to bring something to it... I 
feel like if all the great jazz guys 
heard most of the [music] out 
right now or in the last 20 years, 
they’d be really disappointed, 
because people aren’t pushing 
it anymore, they aren’t trying to 
take it further."
-Flying Lotus, Exclaim!
Out Oct. 7 on Warp.
“Sonic Highways”
Foo Fighters
Everyone’s favorite rock 
band is back with their eighth 
full-length release, inspired by 
the sounds the band has heard 
during their many days on the 
road. The album coincides with 
an eight-part HBO miniseries 
created by the band’s frontman, 
Dave Grohl, which documents 
the experiences of the band as 
they immerse themselves in the 
regional sounds of eight differ­
ent American cities. Because 
of this, the album draws from a 
wide range of influences:
“This album is instantly rec­
ognizable as a Foo Fighters 
record, but there’s something 
deeper and more musical to it. I 
think that these cities and these 
people influenced us to stretch 
out and explore new territory, 
without losing our ‘sound!’
-Dave Grohl, Rolling Stone
Out Nov. 10 on RCA Records.
Photo courtesy of metacritic
Until Sept. 28 
“Art and Poetry Exhibition”
Work of Hope students and faculty, 
curated by Charles Mason. Located 
in DePree Art Gallery.
Sept. 25
Kletz Coffee House Night 
Hear students perform acoustic 
music at 9 p.m. in the Kletz every 
Thursday night.
Sept. 25 and 26 
Lucky Plush Productions
The Great Performance Series opens 
with Lucky Plush Productions at 7:30 
p.m. in the Knickerbocker Theater. I
Sept. 26
Walking Distance Concert 
Walking Distance performs at 7:30 
p.m. In Wlchers Auditorium. ,
• ■, . : 'Tlfhodsb fiispdSept. 26 and 27
SA C  Film Series if j j
S A C ’s weekly film showing In 
Wlnants Auditorium is at 8 p.m. and 
10:30 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
Sept. 29 to Oct. 5 
Knickerbocker Film Series 
“M y  Old Lady” will be shown at 7:30 
p.m. each night in the Knickerbocker 
Theater.
Sept. 30
Orchid Ensemble Concert 
Orchid Ensemble returns to Hope 
College in the Wichers Auditorium at 
7:30 p.m.
Speaker lectures on improvisation in the classical genre
Photo courtesy of w w w .malone.edu
A LOST ART —  John Mortensen (shown) spoke on classical 
improvisation, inspiring musicians to experiment with this lit­
tle-known skill.
Alicia Ghastin
Arts Co-Editor
This past Thursday, Dr. John 
Mortensen, D.M.A. of Cedar- 
ville University, visited Hope 
College's Music Department to 
lead a convocation titled “Off 
the Cuff: What Classical Musi­
cians Can Learn from Impro­
visation.” Opening with a jazz 
piece by Thelonius Monk on pi­
ano, Mortensen interwove both 
jazz and classical improvisation 
throughout his lecture.
The talk addressed the loss of 
the art of improvisation in the 
world of classical music..Impro­
visation is till utilized and taught 
in the jazz music tradition. The 
classical genre slowly lost the 
art as more musical amateurs 
emerged with the increasingly 
common production of piano 
fortes and low cost of printed 
music in the 18th through 20th 
centuries. Mortensen speculates 
that the loss is also due in part to 
the “advent of the masterpiece.” 
He comments that in light of 
Beethoven's compositions, his 
own improvisations seem trivial.
Unlike in jazz culture clas­
sical improvisation does not 
have a consistent curriculum. 
Mortensen believes, however, 
that all classical musicians can
improvise if they work towards 
it as a goal. He used a famous 
classical improvisation per­
former as an example of some­
one he claims improvisation just 
“happens” on stage. People who 
are trained in improvisation 
have a collection of short musi­
cal pieces ready to play so that 
evcerything comes naturally on 
stage, Mortensen said.
Even the most seasoned clas­
sical musician who has never 
improvised needs to start at the 
beginning, with simple harmo­
nies and chord tones, and build 
upon them with small embel­
lishments, Mortensen said.
Mortensen related what he 
believes the implications would 
be if improvisation was rein­
troduced into classical music. 
He can see that the separations 
between different music catego­
ries will fall in the future as more 
multi-stylistic composers are 
making big currently in 2014. 
New compositions for solo in­
struments are calling for classi­
cal improvisation for sections of 
pieces.
“[Improvisation] is fun and 
cool so why wouldn’t you want 
this superpower?” Mortensen 
said. He believes it will also 
enrich one’s career as a classi­
cal musician, as it makes him­
self “a music creator not just a 
music repeater." He also calls 
improvisation a necessary skill 
for musicians as it helps make 
a performer securely able to fill 
nervous gaps and stops during a 
performance with “appropriate 
sounding stuff.”
Mortensen, a pianist, is not 
the only professional interested 
in the study of improvisation. 
He mentioned how several sci­
entists are doing studies to com­
pare memorized performing to 
improvised performing tech­
niques.
The first of the sited studies 
was done by Charles Limb, in 
which musicians’ brains were 
scanned by MRI machines. A 
non-magnetic keyboard was 
used during the scan as the mu­
sicians performed memorized 
pieces and then improvised 
pieces. The memorized pieces, 
utilized what Mortensen refers 
to as the “self-monitoring” part 
of the brain, while the impro­
vised performance utilized the 
“self-expression” part.
Whether or not improvisa­
tion will re-enter the classical 
arena in the years to come is 
unsure, however, professors like 
Mortensen are seeking to inten­
tionally pass on the skill to oth­
ers and inspire other musicians
to explore the skill. Mortensen 
is seeking to develop more clas­
sical classes in improvisation at 
Cedarville University of Cedar- 
ville Ohio. For more informa­
tion on Mortensen and his im- 
provisational work as a classical 
and jazz pianist visit his website 
online at
www.johnmortensen.com.
H o p e  grads read creative poetry for Jack Ridl Visiting Writer Series
Laura Teal
Guest W riter
The Jack Ridl Visiting Writ­
ers Series kicked off this week 
Thursday with the return of 
Hope College graduates Laura 
Donnelly (’01) and Katherine 
Bode-Lang (’02). The two poets 
were friends in their years at 
Hope College and both said they 
were glad to be returning.
Laura Donnelly, who cur­
rently teaches at State Univer­
sity at New York Oswego, was 
the first to read. She has writ­
ten two books: “Watershed" and 
“Nocturne-Schumann’s Letters.” 
Donnelly read from “Water­
shed," which won the 2013 “Ci­
der Press Review” Editor’s Prize.
Photo courtesy of JRWS.org
Laura Donnelly (‘01)
She read eight poems ranging in 
subject from famous artwork to 
mathematics.
One of the poems she read,
A n  author's birthday
F. Scott Fitzgerald b o m  today in 1896.
American author, born in 
St. Paul, Minnesota.
Found success as both an 
author and screen writer.
Wrote “The Great Gatsbyv 
in 1924.
Died of a heart attack in 
1940. Photo courtesy of w w w .biography.com
For more information about 
Fitzgerald, visit www. biography, 
com.
Author: F. Scott Fitzgerald 
Birthday: Sept. 24th, 1896 
Famous work: The Great 
Gatsby
called “The Dove House," is 
about Winslow Homer’s “Culler- 
coats Paintings.” The “Culler- 
coats Paintings" are part of a 
series of paintings done about 
a fishing village named Culler- 
coats in England. Donnelly in­
troduced “The Dove House" as 
a poem about tough women. 
Some of the lines described a 
strong woman figure, reading, 
“Not more / than thirteen, but 
already those steel-pinned eyes 
/ gone to market, steel voice 
hawking herring... She wears 
the woven basket / like a sec­
ond hip tilted wide.” Donnelly's
66
Divide yourself by 
this longing and the 
streets will crack in 
their confusion.
—  L a u r a  D o n n e l l y
______________ 99
words described Homer’s paint­
ings vividly to engage listeners.
But pictoral description is 
not the only literary device she 
utilizes in her poetry. Her work 
is very diverse and is sometimes 
more about the use of words 
than the use of imagery. For ex­
ample, the last poem she read, 
called “The Coefficient of Long­
ing,” described the letter “O ” as 
the coefficient of longing. She 
very clearly intended the letter 
to be a double-meaning for the 
number zero, relating it to the
empty nature of longing. “Divide 
yourself by this longing,” she 
read, “and the streets will crack 
in their confusion.”
Donnelly left on a strong 
note, letting Bode-Lang take 
center stage.
Bode-Lang has a Masters of 
Fine Arts degree from Pennsyl­
vania State University where she 
now teaches. She read poems 
from her two published books 
titled “The Reformation" and 
“Spring Melt.” Bode-Lang read 
13 poems about everything from 
childhood memories, to astron­
omy, to gender issues.
Her first poem, “The Dying of 
the Bees," was about the disap­
pearance of thousands of honey 
bees across the nation during the 
winter of 2006. The poem read, 
“No one ever did know why the 
sudden storm of dying, not even 
the man who walked the stairs 
each dusk, hammer in hand, 
pounding back errant nails.”
Many of Bode-L'ang’s poems 
drew upon her time as a stu­
dent at Hope. She read the poem 
“Mending,” which takes place in 
VanWylen Library. Bode-Lang 
worked at VanWylen when she 
attended Hope, mending the 
spines of broken books as she 
describes in the poem.
Another poem titled “Gi­
bers’ Paradox" is one she wrote 
while she was a teacher's aide 
in an astronorrty class. It is one 
of two poems with astronomi­
cal themes, both of which were 
powerful in their enormity. “Gi­
bers' Paradox," she said, is about 
the 19th century poet Edgar
Alan Poe looking up at the sky. 
One striking line was, “He could 
only be certain of night, the 
galaxy’s eventual collapse, the 
moon coming in, then out, of 
our shadow.” The poem includ­
ed an epigram that was a quote 
from Poe’s 1848 poem “Eureka” 
that reads, “Were the succession 
of stars endless, / then the back­
ground of the sky would / preset 
us an uniform luminosity.”
Bode-Lang ended her read­
ing with her second astronomy- 
themed poem titled, “A Lament 
for Pluto,” which humorously 
dealt with Pluto being reclassi­
fied as a dwarf planet by NASA 
in 2006. She writes to Pluto, 
“You, at least in name, remain 
God-like.”
Writers like Donnelly and 
Bode-Lang visit Hope’s cam­
pus periodically for both read­
ings and question-and-answer 
sessions. For more information 
about visiting writers, visit 
www.jrvws.org.
Photo courtesy of JRWS.org
Katherine Bode-Lang (‘02)
I t ' s B a n n e d  B o o k s  W e e k  2 0 1 4
L e t ’ s ' T a l k  C e n s o r s h i p
1  '' ' V
B A N N E D  B o o k s  W e e k  was launched in 1982 in response to a sudden 
surge in the number of challenges to books in schools, bookstores and librar­
ies. More than 11,300 books have been challenged since 1982 according to the 
American Library Association. There were 307 challenges reported to the Of­
fice of Intellectual Freedom in 2013, and many more go unreported.
S O U R C E : W W W . B A N N E D B 0 0 K S W E E K . O R G
Wh o : Librarians, booksellers, publishers, journalists, teachers and readers 
Wh a t : Celebrate the freedom to read
Wh e n : Throughout the last week of September (this year, Banned Books 
Week falls from Sept. 21-27)
Wh e r e : Across the United States
W H Y : To support of the freedom to seek and to express ideas, even those 
some consider unorthodox or unpopular
H o W : By focusing efforts to remove book bans and educating the public 
about censorship through events, social media campaigns and fundraisers
The 10 m o s t c h a l l e n g e d  t i t l e s  of 
2013 WERE:
■'Captain Underpants” by Dav PUkey (series)
Reasons: Offensive language, unsuited 
for age group, violence 
“The Bluest Eye” by Toni Morrison
Reasons: Offensive language, sexually 
expUcit, unsuited to age group, violence“The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian by
Sherman Alexie
Reasons: Drugs/alcohol/smoking, often 
sive language, racism, sexually explicit, 
unsuited to age group 
“Fifty Shades of Grey” by E.L. James
Reasons: Nudity, offensive language, 
religious viewpoint, sexually explicit, 
unsuited to age group
h
The Hunger Games” by Suzanne Collins (series)
Reasons: Religious viewpoint, unsuited to 
age group
“A  Bad Boy Can Be Good for a Girl” by Tanya Lee Stone | 
Reasons: Drugs/alcohol/smoking, nudity, 
offensive language, sexually explicit 
“ Looking for Alaska” by John Green
Reasons: Drugs/alcohol/smoking, sexually 
explicit, unsuited to age group 
“The Perks of Being a Wallflower” by Stephen Chbosky 
Reasons: drugs/alcohol/smoking, homosexual­
ity, sexually expUcit, unsuited to age group
“Bless Me Ultima” by Rudolfo Anaya
Reasons: Occult/Satanism, offensive language, 
religious viewpoint, sexually explicit 
“Bone” by Jeff Smith (series)
Reasons: PoUtical viewpoint, racism, violence
SOURCE:WWW.BANNEDBOOKSWEEK.ORG
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W h a t  doesn’t kill you m ak e s  you stronger
M y  battle with Ed
Anonymous
Columnist
I’m  up late at night think­
ing just how weird life is. A 
lot of memories good and bad 
are rushing back to me. I’m  
remembering the girl I was in 
high school compared to the 
woman I am becoming now. 
There have been some pretty 
dramatic changes.
Is it supposed to be this 
way? Is it normal for my val­
ues to change so much? A m  I 
shaping to become the bright 
woman I am capable of being, 
or am I letting go of who I re­
ally am? Sometimes I feel so 
outside of myself. Actually, 
I’ve never felt so unknown to 
my own mind and body in my 
entire life. And that scares me. 
Now I’m  beginning to realize 
why I might not feel like my 
body belongs to me.
I have an eating disorder.
I need to tell my story be­
cause I think this terrible dis­
ease is keeping me from being 
the woman I want to be, and 
I think talking through it will 
help.
I’ve struggled with eating 
since I was about 11 to 12 years 
old. It started off with the doc­
tors telling my mother I needed 
to lose a couple pounds and eat 
more vegetables, watch my por­
tions, etc etc. Then, my fam­
ily and I went on a couple di­
ets together. And all the while 
they thought this was help­
ing, that this was making me 
healthy. Little did they know 
that this was causing the hurt I 
felt and now currently feel about 
my body. Now fast forward to 
freshman year of college
I purged for the first time in 
my dorm bathroom.
I ate way too much that day, 
and I felt completely sick physi­
cally and mentally. Ed (what I 
call my eating disorder) crept 
into my mind, saying, “I think 
since you actually feel sick, it’ll 
be okay to purge just this one 
time.”
After I purged I realized how 
stupid it was. It was an awful, 
terrible feehng and I didn’t want 
to do it again, but at the same 
time it felt relieving. I didn’t 
have to worry about the food 
that used to be in my stomach 
anymore. I didn’t have to worry
about gaining weight because it 
had disappeared from my sys­
tem as if I never ate it. My anxi­
ety about food was taken care of 
(or so it seemed). That’s how it 
all started
It happened sporadicly from 
that point on, and I thought my 
purging wasn’t regular enough 
to “qualify” myself as bulimic. I 
went through almost my whole 
sophomore year without purg­
ing, but I didn’t eat healthy ei­
ther, so I gained some weight.
Then, this past summer, for 
no particular reason, Ed crept 
into my mind once again, but 
this time he was stronger than 
he had ever been before. And I 
began this never-ending cycle of 
restricting, exercising, and purg­
ing.
Here I was, standing in front 
of the toilet on a beautiful June 
day with my tooth brush in 
hand, fully aware of what I was 
thinking about doing. I knew 
that if I really started doing this 
to myself that this would really 
be it. This might be the point 
where I would not be able to 
shake Ed off as easily as I did 
before. I knew it would re­
ally affect me body, mind, and
soul. And what did I decide?
I purged. And from that day 
forward I have been purging on 
a weekly basis.
My eating disorder is like my 
safety blanket and worst enemy 
all at once. Unless you have an 
eating disorder yourself I don’t 
expect you to understand this.
It has taken over my mind 
and it makes me see things 
in ways I know aren’t coming 
from my true self or my true 
thoughts. All I want is to escape 
this awful trap I am in, this ter­
rible state of mind where I never 
feel good enough. I hate the way 
it has made me feel about other 
people and myself
Coming back to school this 
fall and hearing, “W o w  you look 
great” or “You look skinny” did 
not help my recovery. I know 
people have good intentions, 
but when people said this all 
I could think was, “Did I look 
ugly before or something? Was 
my overweight body making me 
not live up to my full beauty po­
tential?”
With Ed still hovering over 
my mind, he answered these 
questions with a strong and 
powerful, “yes”.
No, not just a “yes” it was 
more like a, “Yes you were ugly 
before and now throwing up is 
finally working for you. Keep 
doing it because if you stop 
you’ll be fat and ugly.” That 
mindset is what I’m  currently 
struggling with day to day.
This brings me back to how 
I think I’m  growing as a wom­
an. A m  I really changing to be­
come the person I am capable 
of being or am I losing myself?
I had to finally realize that 
being the strong woman I am 
capable of being is much more 
important than letting Ed take 
over my thoughts.
All I can do is slowly recov­
er. Even though Ed tells me I 
don’t want to and even though I 
am going to constantly struggle 
with food and my body; I will 
fight this. I want to be a better 
person and I want to open up 
my mind to more possibilities 
other than concerning half my 
life with what I’m  eating and 
how much I eat.
I just have to keep telling my­
self that I can do this.
Please email The Anchor at 
anchorsubmissions@hope.edu 
for comments.#nofilter:M y  life in a box
Amanda Long
Co-Editor-in-Chief
I live my life in a box. It is not 
always dark in the box, but I am 
always alone.
On some days it is so dark 
in the box that I can’t see my 
hand if it’s in front of my nose. 
Some days there are cracks in 
tHeftop of the box. Light shines 
through, these cracks. Some 
days the cracks are thin as pa­
per. Some days the cracks are 
no longer cracks, but windows. 
I'm hoping there will be a day 
when the box opens completely 
so I can climb out and leave the 
box behind. This is life with de­
pression
Keep in mind that this is my
experience with depression. Ev­
eryone who suffers from it has £ 
different experience. This story 
is mine alone.
I’m  writing this column on a 
day where the cracks are paper 
thin. My friends keep trying to 
share their light with me via 
the cracks, but for something 
is blocking their light. I thank 
them for bothering to share 
their light with me, especially 
on days when their efforts are 
futile.
I have a lot of help with my 
efforts to escape from my box 
of depression. I have a wonder­
ful therapist, supportive friends 
and accommodating profes­
sors. Despite all this, I still suf­
fer. I’ve started to see my de­
pression as a part of me, but I 
don’t let it define me.
Whatever ails you, know 
that it does not define you. 
Keep fighting.
If you think you may be suf­
fering from depression or just 
need someone to talk to please 
contact CAPS at 616-39S-794S.
; Through the porthole: I don’t like the Ring C a m
iANCHOft
Nick Kwilinski
Arts Co-Editor
On Sept. 10 The Anchor ran 
a front-page article about the 
Ring Cam, a new invention from 
some recent Hope College grads 
that’s started to get some me­
dia attention. If, by some act of 
God, you still haven’t heard of 
this, here’s the lowdown: it’s a 
tiny camera inside of a ring box 
meant for filming the reaction of 
the party being proposed to. As 
things look right now, the Ring 
Cam is poised to move on to big­
ger markets— and, who knows, 
the concept may take off. But, do 
we really want it to?
Now, let me preface what I'm 
about to write by saying this: I’m  
all for entrepreneurship and it's 
great that an invention of some 
Hope students is getting national 
attention. I wish the very best for 
the inventors of the Ring Cam
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and commend them for coming 
up with the idea. There’s certain­
ly a market for it. But that’s just 
the thing— I wish there wasn’t.
Something about the whole 
theory behind the Ring Cam just 
bothers me. Here’s the logic: a 
marriage proposal is a big mo­
ment in a persons life, right? So, 
why not capture the moment in 
a video that you can watch for 
the rest of your life and get warm 
fuzzies in your heart when you 
show your children and grand­
children? Here’s why: moments 
don’t mean a thing to us any­
more. And the Ring Cam is only 
an extension of an increasingly 
troublesome trend in modern 
culture.
I’ll call it the “pics-or-it- 
didn’t-happen” culture. It’s the 
now commonplace notion that 
everything important in our 
lives must be captured in a digi­
tal image that we can view as 
many times as we want. It's a 
culture that, inadvertently or 
not, says that memories aren’t 
good enough, that the only good 
moments are moments that 
we’ve caught on film.
Okay, I’ll admit it. It’s kind of 
unfair that I'm picking on the
Ring Cam. It may be a particular­
ly blatant sign of our generation's 
assault on human moments and 
connections, but it’s not the only 
one. Do you get bothered when 
your friends are checking their 
phones all the time instead of 
making conversation? Do you 
cringe when you look around the 
venue at a concert and ninety- 
percent of the crowd is watching 
the show through their iPhone 
screen in hopes of catching the 
perfect shot? Well, you should. 
I’m  not saying that I’m  not guilty 
of participating in the pics-or- 
it-didn’t-happen culture every 
once in a while, but it’s not a cul­
tural trend I wish to support.
So, I’m  not going to tell you 
not to buy the Ring Cam. And 
I probably don’t have to remind 
you of the terrible (yet hilari­
ous) repercussions of the Ring 
Cam proposal denied. I will ask 
you this, though: what’s more 
valuable to you— a memory or a 
movie?
Comments or questions 
on this column? Tell us 
what you think: Anchor- 
submissions@hope. edu
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The struggles of physical and mental health
College through bright eyes
The m e di a  tells m e  so
Madison Brady
Columnist
T m  too fat,” “My face is so 
ugly,” Why is my chest so 
small?" People across the 
globe wake up each morning 
hoping that today is finally 
the day they will be able to 
look in a mirror without a 
disgusted scorn on their faces. 
Yet, sadly, many of us never 
actually experience that.
When people don’t see the 
image they want to in the 
mirror, they try .to change 
themselves. Sometimes
by changing themselves in 
drastic and dangerous ways: 
working out to the point of 
fatigue every day: running, 
cycling, lifting weights and 
straining their muscles as 
they plead with their bodies 
to just be good and let go 
of some undesired weight.
Sometimes it works, but 
other people aren't so 
ucky. They then go to more 
dangerous methods of weight 
oss including crazy diets and
pills to burn calories faster. 
While these methods might be 
more effective, they may also 
cause more harm. Thousands 
of chemicals combine in 
these weigh loss supplements 
to provide the results these 
items provide. They could 
damage the user’s insides 
immediately and impact their 
long term health, as well.
More people attempt to 
beautify themselves and lose 
weight. They buy countless 
creams, ointments, balms, 
tubes, containers and boxes of 
every cosmetic item available 
in order to meet the social 
norms perspective of beauty.
But why are so many people 
into this sort of treatment? 
Who decided that in order 
to be pretty, you had to be 
twig-like and look like plastic?
Pop cultures across the globe 
affect people, specifically 
adolescent and teenaged girls, 
telling them that they need 
to be exceptionally thin and 
stunningly gorgeous in order 
to be accepted. New cosmetics 
are being invented every day to 
help us look more attractive by 
covering up imperfections in 
our skin with foundation and 
eye liner all the way to being 
operated on for liposuction 
and plastic surgery.
Perfection is the key to 
success in todays world. 
Pretty faces are given more
opportunities in life. It's a 
simple fact. Attractiveness 
sells, and everyone’s buying.
But why do we have to be 
like this? Not everybody 
looks like a Barbie doll. In 
fact, if someone did look 
like one, they would not 
be able to walk due to the 
disproportion of their bodies. 
A real life Barbie doll would be 
hunched over at all times and 
would have trouble standing. 
Why should girls strive to 
be like that? The simple 
answer is, they shouldn’t.
They need to accept 
themselves for who they are. 
There are more important 
things in life than your weight, 
and more attractive qualities 
than physical beauty. Women 
and men need to know that 
they are all beautiful no matter 
what they look like because if 
your insides are beautiful, then 
your outside is beautiful too.
So don’t worry about 
physicality so much. Just take 
care of yourself and be kind. 
That’s all you need to do to 
be beautiful. As pop singer 
Meghan Trainor said, “Every 
inch of you is perfect from the 
bottom to the top.”
Comments or questions? 
You like what Madision has 
written? Please tell her and 
email her at:
madison. brady@hope. edu
Desert Storm
To s p a n k  or not to spank?
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
World Co-Editor
In recent weeks, the issue of 
parental corporal punishment 
has begun to surface in the 
media with the indictment of 
Adrian Peterson, the Minnesota 
Vikings running back who is 
accused of savagely beating 
his 4-year-old son with a tree 
branch. In his defense, Peterson 
says that he was not physically 
causing harm to the child, but 
using the same methods that 
he was exposed to when he 
misbehaved in the presence 
of his parents. The idea of 
physically disciplining children 
has been debated in the public 
sphere since the social reforms 
of the early 1960s. Many schools 
and parental social policy 
advocates have moved away 
form promoting this form of 
extreme punishment to one that 
advocates communication and 
character building.
During my own childhood, 
my parents never once lifted a 
finger on my head. They were 
not proponents of physically 
disciplining their children and 
would mention often that their 
own parents followed the same
pattern. Their philosophy lay 
teaching children personal 
responsibility for their actions 
as early as possible. This 
involves being firm when the 
child speaks out and pulling 
them aside to let them know 
that they are doing something 
that is unacceptable and will 
not be tolerated in public or at 
home. These techniques may 
seem time consuming, but after 
repeated attempts the 
child will understand, as I did 
not to make that same mistake 
again.
The idea of hitting children 
may not seem like a proper 
way to educate the young and 
inexperienced, but in many 
parts of the country it is still 
seen as the best way to instill 
good behavior. In these cases of 
the best method of preventing 
parental abuse is by educating 
the public.
It is said that cultures tend 
to wax and wane, constantly 
evolving to meet the needs 
of their changing world. It 
is very conceivable that in 
future generations corporal 
punishment will be seen as an 
archaic method of discipline, 
best relegated to the old ways 
of the past. But until then, our 
culture will continue to grapple 
with conflicting opinions and 
lifestyles. How we choose to 
come together to deal with these 
important issues will define the 
nation that we continue to strive 
for.
U n k n o w n  Heights
A  physical appearance story
Anonymous
Columnist
Her eyes look down as she 
walks through the lunch hall. 
She can’t be tempted again, 
not like last week. Last week 
she was fat, last week she was 
ugly. She couldn’t even look at 
herself in the mirror. This week 
will be different. She won’t eat 
as much or anything for that 
matter. Her friends are wor­
ried, telling her that she needs 
to eat. But she knows they are 
wrong. How could they pos­
sible know what she was go­
ing through? How could they 
be so insensitive to her needs 
and goals? These people were 
supposed to be her friends. 
They were supposed to be sup­
portive. She should have just 
told her m o m  she wanted to be
home schooled, it would have 
been much easier.
She grabs her tray and now 
its time for the hard part. What 
does she pick up to eat? The 
pizza is full of fat and calories 
that she is desperately trying to 
keep off. She can just picture 
the grease going straight to her 
love handles. She quickly side 
steps the pasta bar whose car­
bohydrates will surely add to her 
thunder thighs. She will not be 
that ugly girl last week. She re­
members back to that morning 
and how happy she was that her 
jeans buttoned with no issue. 
She approaches the salad bar. 
This is safe territory. The veg­
etables are nutritious but mostly 
made out of water. Its natural, 
unfastening, and virtually taste­
less. This is ideal for her because 
in her mind, with no taste comes
fewer calories. She places ex­
actly three carrots, two celery 
sticks, and four pieces of broc­
coli on her plate. This is healthy 
eating.
Her mother told her she was 
beautiful. But mothers are blind­
ed by their love. How could she 
not see her in her true light? She 
was fat, and ugly. She checked 
her BMI for the third time that 
day only to be disappointed that 
it had not changed. It was time 
for the gym. She had read that 
you should exercise sixty min­
utes a day to stay heathy. She 
was fat so she knew she needed 
to exercise twice or even triple 
that. She always made sure 
that each day she went to the 
gym and each day she exercised 
on the elliptical for two hours. 
Some days she would pass out, 
but this meant she was working
hard and had reached her break­
ing point. Tomorrow she would 
not be as weak.
She went home and took a 
shower. She had this theory that 
the sweat she produced also sig­
nified the fat she had just lost 
and the shower would wash all of 
her insecurities down the drain. 
She toweled herself off and got 
into her pajamas. Cosmopolitan 
and TeenVogue were waiting for 
her in her room. They were her 
saving grace. They provided the 
image that she worked so hard 
for. If she could only lose ten 
more pounds she could look like 
the girls on the page. She made 
the decision to not eat dinner 
that night.
The next day she woke up to 
her alarm clock, except it didn’t 
sound like her usual tone. She 
brought her hands up to her
face to rub the sleep out of her 
eyes only to find a mask over 
her mouth. Her eyes flew open. 
White walls. White faces. 
White sheets. Hospital. She 
started to panic. Why was she 
here? Nothing bad had hap­
pened, she just went to bed and 
she was perfectly fine. Maybe 
they made a mistake, she wasn't 
sick and she didn't need to be in 
a hospital. White walls. Black.
Seventeen years old. Height 
is five foot six inches. Weight 
is 100 pounds. How could she 
not see? She was being heathy 
right? She worked put like the , 
magazines told her to. , &ie 
stayed strong, she <ii8n't five1 
up. How did could she be so 
blind?
Comments or questions on this 
column? Tell us what you think
Anchorsubmissions@hope.
edu
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Hispanic Heritage C om mu ni ty  Event - 
Walkout - Movie and Discussion
Knickerbocker Theatre 2 p m  - Movie
3:30 p m  - Panel Discussion
O M E ,  L S O ,  Tulipanes
9/18 Latino Food Festival Phelps and C o o k  Dining Halls 4:30 p m  - 6:30 p m Dining Services ($6 or meal plan)
9/i9 M S O  Ice Breaker— N E W  D A T E T h e  Kletz 8 p m  -10:30 p m M S O ' s
9/20 Leadership Retreat C a m p  Beechpoint 8:30 a m  - 4:30 p m  ( R S V P  Required) O M E
9/23-24 Critical Issues Symposium Various Various D e a n  for International and Multicultural Education
9/27 H A P A  B B Q Tunnel Park 2:30 p m  - 7 p m H A P A
10/9 G.R.O.W. M o v e m e n t  Annual Kickoff M aas Auditorium 6 p m C a m p u s  W i d e
10/11 Mee t  the Thetas— N E W  D A T E 129 E  14th St - the N e w  Theta House 11 a m Theta G a m m a  Pi Sorority
10/17 B S U  Alumni Event Martha Miller Rotunda 6 p m  - 9 p m BSU, O M E
11/4 Native American Lecture Maa s  Auditorium 6 p m O M E
11/7-9 G L C A  Conference D e P a u w  University All D a y  ( R S V P  Required) G L C A ,  O M E
11/11 Multicultural Enrichment Casual Life 
Conversations
T B A 7 p m O M E ,  M S O ’s
11/15 I M A G E S Knickerbocker Theatre 7 p m International Education
11/18 Diversity and Professional Development M a a s  Auditorium 7 p m O M E ,  Career Services
11/20-21 Taste of H o p e Various Various Admissions
12/5 End of Year Celebration T B A 7 p m  ( R S V P  Required) O M E  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
| | H |  K e v  to decipherina the etters
I Student Leadership Retreat
O M E  = Office of
Multicultural Education
M S O ' s  = Multicultural
Student Organizations
B S D  = Black Student Union 
H A P A  = H o p e ’s Asian
Perspective Association 
L S O  = Latino Student Organization
Comics to check out this w e e k
Edge of Spider-Verse #3 
Writer: Dustin Weaver 
Artist: Dustin Weaver 
Cover: Dustin Weaver 
Color: Dustin Weaver 
Publisher: Marvel
Guardians of The Galaxy #19
Writer: Brian Michael Bendis 
Artist: E d  McGuinness 
Cover: E d  McGuinness 
Color: E d  McGuinness 
Publisher: Marvel
S ecret Avengers #8 
Writer: Ales Kott 
Artist: Michael Walsh 
Cover: Tradd M o o r e  
Color: Matthew Wilson 
Publisher: Marvel
W o m e n ’s soccer continues winning streak
Duncan MacLean
Staff W riter
The Hope women’s soccer 
team continued their five game 
win streak with a 2-1 victory 
over St.Marys college on Sat­
urday. The match was part of a 
purple games event for Van An- 
del Institute’s cancer and Par­
kinson’s disease research.
Hope hit the pitch and wast­
ed no time taking the lead. Eliz­
abeth Perkins (17) netted her 
first successful shot on goal just 
55 seconds into the first half. 
The Flying Dutch never lost that 
lead, only allowing one shot on 
goal, and shutting out the visit­
ing Belles for the entire first half.
Hope found their second goal 
soon after halftime when senior 
Nora Kirk (15) assisted by Nata­
lie Curry (17) streaked one past 
St.Mary’s goalie Chanler Rosen­
baum from 17 yards out. It was 
Kirk’s first goal this season.
Some stellar defense saw 
Hope take the shutout nearly 
all the way, but with just three 
minutes to go the Belles finally 
got themselves on the board. A 
short ground pass through traf­
fic from Erin Mishu arid a- close 
range shot got them their only 
goal of the day. . . ->
Despite their best-efforts, -the / 
Belles could not pull off a second 
goal in the final minutes of the 
game.
Saturday’s game extended 
Hope’s winning streak to five in 
a row, and kept them undefeated 
in MIAA conference play. After 
losing to Calvin in the MIAA
championship game last season, 
the girls are ready for retribu­
tion. Having already taken down 
Adrian, Albion and Olivet, the 
chances of another shot at the 
title are looking promising.
“During practices and for the 
rest of the year, we will strive to 
improve in a number of areas.” 
Kirk said. “We want to do our 
best each game and win the reg­
ular season conference as well as 
the conference tournament.”
While attendance was not re­
cord breaking, there were quite 
a few fans at Van Andel soccer 
stadium Saturday to support 
the Dutch and Van Andel’s. The 
first 50 people to show up to the 
game received purple T-shirts 
courtesy of the foundation, and 
fans had the chance to donate 
money and take a penalty shot 
on a .Hope player.
The men’s game later Satur­
day night was also a Van Andel 
purple game and had more op­
portunities for fans to contrib­
ute to the Van Andel Institute 
and their cancer and Parkinson’s 
research. It was a great boost for 
the Institute and a fun day for 
the crowd.
The Flying Dutch go on the 
TOad' to continue their confer- 
' ence season Sept. 24 and will 
‘ take on Kalamazoo before 
traveling to Calvin for a MIAA 
Championship rematch on Oct. 
4 at Alma.
For the Dutch to remain a 
dominant force in the confer­
ence, they have to keep relying 
on senior leadership and a spark 
from younger players.
Photo by N ick Byma
DRIVE TO THE GOAL—  Nora Kirk (’15) controls the ball 
against a St. Mary's defender in Saturday’s matchup. With 
only one shot on goal, Kirk m a d e  it count by scoring on that 
very play. The Dutch claimed the victory, 2-1.
Photo by N ick Byma
DEFENDING HOME TURF— Maria D e S h a w  (’15) Intercepts 
a pass to a St. M a r y ’s defender. Hope played stellar defense 
to remain undefeated at home. The other goal scored by Hope 
c a m e  from Jennifer Thelen (’17). The Flying Dutch will go on 
the road to continue the season soon.
Nicole Metzler
Assistant Sports Editor
The Hope College football 
team captured their second 
win of the season away against 
Lakeland (Wise.) last Saturday. 
The Dutchmen overtook their 
opponents by a close margin of 
25-22 in front of a crowd of 732 
people.
“After the game on Saturday I 
think we were all excited about 
the win," Taylor Brynaert (15) 
said. “The team faced some un­
fortunate plays during the game, 
putting us in some bad spots 
but everyone kept fighting and 
it paid off in the fourth quarter.”
The game was a battle of
defenses. Lakeland could only 
make 47 rushing yards to Hope’s 
90, but they beat out the Dutch­
men in passing yards, taking 286 
as opposed to 250.
Hope won the turnover game 
with just two turnovers com­
pared to Lakeland's four. Both of 
Hope’s and three of Lakeland's 
sxcame from interceptions.
The first quarter was" success­
ful for the Dutchmen. Aaron 
Mick (15) opened up scoring for 
Hope with a 31-yard field goal. 
Brynaert scored a touchdown 
from a 9-yard pass from Robert 
Kish (16) with just 5 minutes 
left in the first quarter.
Lakeland showed up to the 
game in the second quarter with
a touchdown off of a 71-yard 
pass, taking the score to 7-10. 
Hope retaliated with another 
field goal scored by Mick, this 
time at 27 yards. Lakeland again 
impressed the crowd by scoring 
from a 93-yard kickoff, return, 
shifting the scoreboard in their 
favor at 14-13.
The only scoring from the 
third quarter came from Jared 
Ropp (16) with 5 minutes, 40 
seconds left on the clock. Kish 
made an 8-yard pass to secure 
the touchdown but failed to get 
the two point conversion pass. 
The score was now at 14-19.
Lakeland inched past Hope 
by adding another six points to 
their side in the fourth quarter,
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but with only 2 minutes, 18 sec­
onds left, Kish threw a 3-yard 
touchdown pass to Brynaert. 
Just as everyone thought the 
game was over, Lakeland earned 
a team safety in- the last 2 sec­
onds of play. Unfortunately for 
them, it was not enough to over­
turn their opponents.
The Dutchmen had a time 
of possession of 34 minutes, 11 
seconds while Lakeland had 25 
minutes, 49 seconds. Brynaert 
finished with 120 yards receiv­
ing, the game high for Hope.
This win brought the Dutch­
men to 2-1 overall.
With the majority of the sea­
son still ahead, Hope will be 
aiming to take the momentum of 
their two-game win streak into 
each of the seven games remain­
ing. The team will undoubtedly 
be looking to improve from their 
2013 season record of 7-3.
“After 3 games, there is a ton 
of potential for this team,” Mick 
said. “The pieces are there and 
the chemistry is there as well. 
When we are firing on all cyl­
inders in all three phases of the 
game, we will be very tough to 
beat.”
Hope will take to the road 
once again for their next game 
against Albion on Oct. 4 at 1 
p.m. For the fans back at home 
the team will return to Ray and 
Sue Smith Stadium on Oct. 11.
T h i s W e e k  In  S p o r t s
Saturday Sept. 27
M e n ’s Soccer
vs. Albion at 7 p.m.
Tuesday Sept. 30
Volleyball
vs. St. Mary’s (Ind.) at 7 p.m.
In  B rief
W O M E N ’S TENNIS 
STARTS SEASON STRONG
Hope's women’s tennis team 
competed in the ITA Central 
Regional Championships last 
Saturday. Nancy Benda (’17) 
was the star performer for 
the team, reaching the round 
of 16 in singles play and the 
semifinals in doubles with 
partner Carli Capestany (T5). 
Clair Cooper (T6) also made 
it to the round of 16 in singles.
Anna Garcia (’16) and Kelly 
Daniel (T7) won two match­
es each, while Capestany, 
Kate Mader (17), and Nata­
lie Rahrig (18) won one each 
in singles. The doubles teams 
of Cooper/Garcia and Dan­
iel/Marie Holaway (16) came 
home with a match win as well.
MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Football
Taylor Brynaert (15) 
Wide Receiver
Men’s Soccer 
Ethan Beswick (’ 16) 
Goalkeeper
Volleyball
Jenna Grasmeyer (15) 
Outside Hitter
Women’s Golf
Morgan Leep (15)
W O M E N ’S GOLF TAKES 
FIRST, MEN FINISH THIRD
Women's golf finished the 
weekend victorious after tak­
ing first place in the Wisconsin- 
Whitewater Fall Classic. Mor­
gan Leep (16) finished 9-over 
par and made the all-tourna­
ment team with fellow Dutch 
Britni Gielow (17) who fin­
ished five strokes behind Leep.
Men’s golf took thi^ d place 
at the MIAA Jamboree host­
ed by Albion College! Collin 
Breit (15) tied for second in 
the individual standing with a 
score of 74. The team finished 
with an overall score of 309.
1984 FOOTBALL 
REUNION
Hope is celebrating the 
30th anniversary of their 1984 
football team that head coach 
Ray Smith lead to a 9-0 record 
season, the only undefeated 
team in school history. Despite 
never dropping a game, they 
were not invited to postsea­
son play. The team will be hon­
ored on Oct. 18 against Olivet.
Volleyball defeats Trine and Calvin
Photo by N ick BymaTHE DUTCH CAN DIG—  Anna Lynch (’15) digs a return 
from Calvin College. Lynch had 12 digs in Saturday’s victory 
In three sets.
THE SEA OF ORANGE—  The Dew Crew cheers after a big 
play during Saturday’s volleyball game against Calvin. Hope 
students filled the stadium to show their support.
Kyle Bemaclak
Sports Editor
Over the weekend, the Hope 
College volleyball team secured 
a pair of MI AA  Conference wins 
against Trine University and 
Calvin College. Both victories 
came as a result of Flying Dutch 
dominance, allowing the team 
to remain atop both the confer­
ence and national rankings. On 
Friday, the Dutch defeated the 
Thunder 3-1, and then swept 
the Knights on Saturday in three 
sets.
Prior to their match on Fri­
day, the Dutch only lost one set 
the entire year. That came dur­
ing the first matchup of the sea­
son against Wittenburg. Since 
then, Hope has swept every 
team they have faced until they 
met the Thunder on Friday. Go­
ing into the contest, the Dutch 
knew that they would have to 
bring their best. As leaders of 
the MIAA, Hope definitely had 
a target on their back, and other 
teams were eager to give them 
their first loss.
“Our only expectation going 
into Friday’s game was to play 
as hard as we could,” said Allie 
Mitchell (T6). “We talked about 
how being perfect meant giv­
ing it everything we have for the 
sake of our teammates.”
Friday’s game was dominated 
by Hope early, but the Thunder 
came back with vengeance late. 
The first set was all knotted up 
until the Dutch, led by Jillian 
Sommerville (T5), Jenna Gras- 
meyer (T5) and Anna Lynch 
(T5), struck with a fierce offen­
sive attack near the middle of 
the set. At this point, the game 
was tied 10-10, but the offensive 
attack put the Dutch in com­
mand 17-10 and they did not
look back from there. Eventu­
ally, Hope went on to win the set 
by a score of 25-15.
In the second set, the Dutch 
began strong and finished the 
same way, with a 25-14 victory. 
Going into the third set, Hope 
was confident that they had the 
day locked up. However, Trine 
was not about to let the Dutch 
off easy. This set came down to 
the wire, with most of the game 
going back and forth. It was not 
until late in the game when the 
lead slipped in favor of Trine. 
Hope did not take advantage of 
enough late opportunities and 
fell 25-23.
Fortunately, the Dutch were 
able to recover and take care of 
the Thunder in regular fashion 
in the fourth set of the day. Hope 
was victorious over Trine 25- 
14. Grasmeyer broke the Dutch 
marks for career kills and points 
during the Win. On the day, she 
recorded 14 kills and 18 points, 
which led her to shatter the re­
cord. As for other impressive 
Hope performances, Lynch had 
12 kills and 13.5 points. From 
a defensive standpoint. Elyse 
Maley (T5) had 18 digs, Lau­
ren Hazekamp (16) had 17 and 
Mitchell had 27.
On Saturday, the Dutch faced 
off against their strongest rival in 
the biggest game of the year. Cal­
vin came into the DeVos Field- 
house with one mission: knock 
Hope out of first place. Going 
into the match, the Knights had 
only lost twice, none of which 
came in MIAA play. In front of a 
sea of orange and blue, the stage 
was set for one of the country's 
greatest rivalries to unfold.
The beginning of the first set 
was in the hands of Calvin as 
Hope struggled to get things to­
gether early on. The Dutch just 
could not set up organized plays 
or handle what the Knights were 
hitting to them. A kill by Gras­
meyer and a service error by 
Calvin allowed Hope to .regain 
the momentum that eventually 
propelled them to victory in the 
initial set, 25-21.
Coach Becky Schmidt, fired 
up the Dutch between sets and 
made sure that they kept their 
composure in order to solidify 
more victories in the remain­
ing sets. In the second set, the 
Dutch were once again faced 
with adversity, being down 8-4. 
Thankfully, they were able to re­
cover with help from Grasmeyer 
and Courtney VanHouzen (T7) 
,who had commanding kills. 
Hope went on to win the set 25- 
22, just barely slipping by a late 
Calvin attack.
Unlike the other two sets, 
in the third, Hope came out of 
the gates with tenacity. They 
went ahead early, but saw their 
lead slip away as the game pro­
gressed. Knotted at 21-21, the 
Dutch needed someone to step 
up in order to complete the 
sweep. Luckily, Sommerville, 
Lynch, and Hazekamp were 
leaders and put Hope ahead to 
finish the game. The Dutch won 
25-22 and the sweep of Calvin 
was finally a reality.
“We did a lot of great things 
Saturday, in the end we held 
the control of the game and did 
what we did best and that made 
all the difference,” said Lynch.
“We know that as the number 
1 team, we have the largest tar­
get on our backs, which means 
we have to work that much 
harder in order to maintain it,” 
said Mitchell about the Dutch’s 
national ranking.
M e n ’s Soccer overcomes Adrian
Photo by H ope PRSATURDAY NIGHT SHUTOUT—  Goalkeeper Ethan Beswlck 
(’16) records his 32nd save of the season against Adrian.
Cullen Smith
Staff W riter
The game reached the 88th 
minute, and the Flying Dutch­
men had already put one on the 
board. They had to keep it that 
way. The clock slowly ticked 
away, anxiety hanging like a fog
men net and rocketed a shot at 
Hope College goalkeeper Ethan 
Beswick (’16). This shot sent 
the game into overtime. Bes­
wick nailed the save, and with a 
subsequent foul on Trine, Hope 
sealed the 1-0 victory.
Wednesday’s victory proved 
to be one of the most exciting
the Trine Thunder 1-0. Early 
in overtime, a Trine penalty al­
lowed for a cross from leading 
goal-scorer Josh Hagene (T7). 
There to receive the cross was 
Logan Sikkenga (15), who head­
ed the ball right past Trine goal­
keeper Chris Stewart, clinching 
the win for the Flying Dutch. 
Throughout the game, the Fly­
ing Dutchmen outshot the Trine 
Thunder 16-12. Goalkeeper Bes­
wick also made two saves in the 
shutout.
The energy from Wednes­
day's overtime win pushed 
into Saturday’s match against 
the Adrian Bulldogs. After re­
maining scoreless for much of 
the first half, the Hope offense 
scrambled towards the Adrian 
net. With only minutes remain­
ing on the clock, forward Bran­
don Underwood (15) sent a 
cross flying towards the Adrian 
net. Connecting with the cross 
was Cameron Dice (15), ripping 
a shot straight into Adrian’s net. 
With excellent defensive coordi­
nation by the Flying Dutchmen 
in the second half, the clock
ran out, seizing the 1-0 victory. 
Again the Flying Dutchmen lead 
their opponent offensively, out- 
shooting the Bulldogs 20-7. The 
defense led with an outstanding 
performance by goalkeeper Bes­
wick, who made three saves for 
his fourth shutout of the regular 
season.
The aftermath of the victories 
leave the Flying Dutchmen with 
a No. 7 ranking in N C A A  Divi­
sion III men’s soccer. Hope will 
go on to face Albion on Sept. 27 
at 7 p.m. at Van Andel Soccer 
Stadium. It’s sure to be a great 
game for both Hope Sports, and 
Soccer fans alike.
Jyver Van Andel Soccer Stadi- games of the regular season. In 
pm. With a fast offensive drive, a stunning overtime win, the 
Trine drove towards the Dutch- Flying Dutchmen overcame
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